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a b s t r a c t
This work reports a vulnerability evaluation of a highly competitive ISO matcher to direct attacks carried
out with fake ﬁngers generated from ISO templates. Experiments are carried out on a ﬁngerprint database
acquired in a real-life scenario and show that the evaluated system is highly vulnerable to the proposed
attack scheme, granting access in over 75% of the attempts (for a high-security operating point). Thus, the
study disproves the popular belief of minutiae templates non-reversibility and raises a key vulnerability
issue in the use of non-encrypted standard templates. (This article is an extended version of Galbally
et al., 2008, which was awarded with the IBM Best Student Paper Award in the track of Biometrics at ICPR
2008).
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Biometric systems present several advantages over classical
security methods based on something that you know (PIN, Password, etc.) or something that you have (key, card, etc.) (Jain
et al., 2006; Wayman et al., 2005). Traditional authentication systems cannot discriminate between impostors who have illegally
acquired the privileges to access a system and the genuine user.
Furthermore, in biometric systems there is no need for the user
to remember difﬁcult PIN codes that could be easily forgotten or
to carry a key that could be lost or stolen.
However, in spite of these advantages, biometric systems have
some drawbacks (Schneier, 1999), including: (i) the lack of secrecy
(e.g. everybody knows our face or could get our ﬁngerprints) and
(ii) the fact that a biometric trait cannot be replaced. Furthermore,
biometric systems are vulnerable to external attacks which could
decrease their level of security.
These external threats can be broadly divided into direct
(Galbally et al., 2006) and indirect attacks (Uludag and Jain,
2004), being the ﬁrst those carried out using a fake biometric trait,
and the latter those directed to some of the system inner modules.
The main difference between the two attack categories is that in
the direct approach no information about the internal functioning
of the system is needed, the only requisite is to have access to the
sensor. Thus, it would be desirable for a potential attacker to be
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able to transform an indirect attack into a direct one as the requirements to carry it out would be largely simpliﬁed.
The studies presented in (Cappelli et al., 2007b; Ross et al.,
2007), showed that, contrary to a common belief, a minutiae-based
ﬁngerprint template contains enough information to reconstruct a
digital image similar to the original ﬁngerprint, and such an image
may be used to spoof a biometric system. In those studies the
reconstructed digital images were compared to the original ﬁngerprints, thus simulating indirect attacks carried out by injecting the
reconstructed images into the feature extractor. In the present contribution we perform a systematic and replicable evaluation of a
more dangerous security threat: transforming such an indirect attack into a direct attack executed with gummy ﬁngers made from
the reconstructed images. The success chances of such attack are
evaluated on a standard and publicly available ﬁngerprint database
(Fierrez et al., 2007), using a competitive matching algorithm
working with ISO/IEC 19794-2 templates (ISO, 2005).
The vulnerability threats shown in this study are of special relevance for applications working with ﬁngerprint template standards such as the PIV program (NIST, 2005) (using ANSI-INCITS
378-2004 templates without encryption on smart cards), or the
ILO Seafarers’ Identity Document (ILO, 2006) (using ISO/IEC
19794-2 templates printed in clear on plastic cards as 2D
barcodes).
Furthermore, the interest for the analysis of security vulnerabilities has surpassed the scientiﬁc and industry ﬁeld and different
standardization initiatives at international level have emerged in
order to deal with the problem of security evaluation in biometric
systems, such as the Common Criteria through different Supporting
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Documents (CC, 2006), or the Biometric Evaluation Methodology
(BEM, 2002). The vulnerability study carried out in the present
work can be of great help to further develop these ongoing security
evaluation standardization efforts, and for independent institutions
in charge of objectively asserting the level of security offered to the
ﬁnal user by ﬁngerprint recognition systems.
The paper is structured as follows. Related works are summarized in Section 2. The reconstruction process to go from the minutiae template to the ﬁnal fake ﬁnger is described in Section 3. In
Section 4 we describe and analyze the results obtained. Conclusions are ﬁnally drawn in Section 5.
2. Related works
In (Ratha et al., 2001) eight possible attack points to biometric
recognition systems were identiﬁed and classiﬁed. These vulnerability points, depicted in Fig. 1, can be broadly divided into direct
and indirect attacks.
 Direct attacks: In (Ratha et al., 2001) the possibility to generate
fake biometric samples (for instance, speech, ﬁngerprints or face
images) in order to illegally access a system was discussed, and
deﬁned as the ﬁrst vulnerability point in a biometric security
system. These attacks at the sensor level are referred to as direct
attacks. It is worth noting that in this type of attacks no speciﬁc
knowledge about the system is needed (matching algorithm
used, feature extraction, feature vector format, etc.). Furthermore, the attack is carried out in the analog domain, outside
the digital limits of the system, so the usual digital protection
mechanisms (digital signature, watermarking, etc.) cannot be
used.It has been already shown in some works the feasibility
of carrying out direct attacks against ﬁngerprint veriﬁcation systems, however in previous contributions the number of fake ﬁngerprints used was very limited, not permitting a statistically
signiﬁcant evaluation of the attacked systems. In (der Putte
and Keuning, 2000) the authors tested the vulnerability of several sensors to fake ﬁngerprints made with plasticine and silicone. The authors classiﬁed the different methods to create
gummy ﬁngers in two main categories: with and without cooperation of the legitimate user. One method of each class was
described and the possibility of breaking different commercial
sensors was explored on a yes or no basis.Matsumoto et al.
(2002) carried out similar experiments to those reported in
(der Putte and Keuning, 2000), this time with fake ﬁngerprints
made of gelatin. Again they distinguished between the case in
which they had the cooperation of the ﬁngerprint owner (ﬁve
different fake ﬁngerprints were generated this way) and the situation in which the latent ﬁngerprint had to be lifted from a surface (just one gummy ﬁnger of this type was used in the
experiments).More recently, in (Galbally et al., 2006) the ﬁrst
statistically signiﬁcant evaluation of two different ﬁngerprint
veriﬁcation systems against direct attacks was presented (only
fake ﬁngerprints generated with the cooperation of the user
were considered). An optical and a thermal sweeping sensors
were used to capture the images and two different attack
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Fig. 1. Architecture of an automated biometric veriﬁcation system. Possible attack
points are numbered from 1 to 8.

scenarios were considered. Some interesting ﬁndings regarding
the samples quality were drawn from the experimental
results.Similar experiments testing different sensors and using
several attacking methods can be found in (Thalheim and Krissler, 2002; Kang et al., 2003).
 Indirect attacks: This group includes all the remaining seven
points of attack identiﬁed in Fig. 1. Attacks 3 and 5 might be carried out using a Trojan Horse that bypasses the feature extractor
and the matcher, respectively. In attack 6 the system database is
manipulated (a template is changed, added or deleted) in order
to gain access to the application (Hill, 2001). The remaining
points of attack (2, 4, 7 and 8) are thought to exploit possible
weak points in the communication channels of the system,
extracting, adding or changing information from them (Soutar
et al., 1999; Adler, 2003; Uludag and Jain, 2004; Martinez-Diaz
et al., 2006). In opposition to direct attacks, in this case the
intruder needs to have some additional information about the
internal functioning of the recognition system and, in most
cases, direct access to some of the system components (feature
extractor, matcher, database, etc.) is required.In (Cappelli et al.,
2007b; Ross et al., 2007) the authors describe an algorithm to
reconstruct images similar to the original ﬁngerprint from its
ISO minutia-based template. These techniques give the chance
of converting a type 4 attack (to the input of the matcher, see
Fig. 1) using a legitimate user’s template which has been compromised, to a type 2 attack (to the input of the feature extractor) using the corresponding reconstructed ﬁngerprint image.
In the present contribution we make an statistical evaluation
of the robustness of an ISO minutiae-based system against attacks carried out with gummy ﬁngers generated from the reconstructed ﬁngerprint images. This way, a hypothetical indirect
attack (type 2, to the input of the feature extractor) is transformed into a direct attack to the system sensor. Thus, the attack
is simpliﬁed as the intruder does not need to have physical access to the system or any particular knowledge about its internal
functioning.

3. The reconstruction process
The fake ﬁnger reconstruction approach comprises two phases:
in the former, a ﬁngerprint image is generated according to the
technique proposed in (Cappelli et al., 2007a,b), in the latter, the
ﬁngerprint image is used to make a fake ﬁngertip.
3.1. From the template to the image
The image reconstruction approach exploits the information
stored in the template to reconstruct a realistic image by estimating several aspects of the original unknown ﬁngerprint through
four processing steps (Fig. 2). The attacking scenario considered
in this work supposes that only the mandatory information stored
in a Fingerprint Minutiae Record of the ISO template (ISO, 2005) is
available; hence, the reconstruction approach only makes use of
the following data: the image size, its resolution, and the list of
minutiae, each deﬁned as a quadruple ft; x; y; hg that indicates its
type ðt 2 ftermination; bifurcation; othergÞ, position ðx; yÞ, and
direction h.
The four reconstruction steps (Fig. 2) are here brieﬂy summarized (the reader should refer to Cappelli et al. (2007b) for a more
detailed description)
1. The ﬁngerprint area is estimated according to the elliptical
model proposed in (Cappelli, 2003), by minimizing the area that
encloses all the minutiae in the template.
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Fig. 2. Steps followed to reconstruct the ﬁngerprint image from the ISO minutiae template.

2. The orientation image is estimated, starting from the direction
of each minutia, by optimizing the parameters of the orientation model proposed in (Vizcaya and Gerhardt, 1996). Then a
local adjustment is performed to better approximate the orientations in the minutiae neighbourhoods.
3. The ﬁngerprint pattern is generated by positioning minutiae
prototypes and iteratively growing the pattern, starting from
the orientation image and the frequency image (denoting
the local ridge-line frequency). The local frequency is initially
assumed constant over the whole ﬁngerprint (according to an
input parameter t as in (Cappelli et al., 2006, 2007b)), and
then reﬁned in step 4 for a further execution of step 3. The
minutiae prototype positioning consists in placing on an
empty image a small prototype for each minutia, properly
scaled and rotated. The iterative pattern growing iteratively
modiﬁes the image by applying at each pixel a Gabor ﬁlter
adjusted according to the local frequency and orientation
until the whole image has been covered (Cappelli et al.,
2007b).
4. A more realistic frequency image (than the constant one) is estimated by comparing the minutiae in the image generated by
the ﬁrst execution of step 3 with the original template. The frequency image is locally adjusted as follows: the frequency is
decreased in the neighborhood of any false minutia and
increased in the regions where true minutiae are not present.
Then step 3 is repeated using the new frequency image as input,
usually resulting in a generated image with a lower number of
non-corresponding minutiae.
In (Cappelli et al., 2007b), the ﬁnal rendering of the image includes the addition of noise, to make it more realistic. In the present work, both fake ﬁngerprints made from noisy images and
from ‘‘perfect” ridge patterns have been evaluated (see Section
4.1).

3.2. From the image to the fake ﬁnger
The technique used to go from the two dimensional reconstructed ﬁngerprint image to the three dimensional fake ﬁnger is
similar to the non-cooperative method to generate gummy ﬁngers
described in (der Putte and Keuning, 2000).
Once the ﬁngerprint image has been reconstructed from the ISO
template, the colours are inverted (i.e. ridges are now valleys and
viceversa) and the inverted image is printed on a slide which will
serve as a mask to create a Printed Circuit Board (PCB) where the
circuit lines are the valleys of the original ﬁngerprint. The PCB is
then covered with a mixture of modelling silicone and a catalyst
which reacts with the silicone turning it into a consistent state
after a few minutes. When the mixture hardens, it is detached from
the PCB and ﬁnally the fake ﬁngerprint is cut out from the spare
material. The steps followed to go from the reconstructed ﬁngerprint image to the ﬁnal fake ﬁnger are depicted in Fig. 3.
4. Results
The described reconstruction process is used to carry out a vulnerability evaluation of an ISO minutiae-based matcher against direct attacks executed with fake ﬁngers generated from ISO
templates. First, a development experiment is carried out on a totally different scenario (sensor, database, and systems tested), in
order to acquire some general information about the attack potential and to adjust parameters. Then the evaluation of the system is
performed.
4.1. Development experiment
Three main objectives were pursued with this preliminary experiment, namely, (i) ﬁx the parameters of the image reconstruction
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Fig. 3. Process followed to generate the fake ﬁngerprint: reconstructed image (a), negative of the reconstructed image (b), ﬁngerprint on the PCB (c), pour the silicone and
catalyst mixture on the PCB (d), spread the mixture over the PCB (e), detach when it hardens (f), cut out each fake ﬁnger (g), and ﬁnal fake ﬁngerprint acquired (h).

algorithm for the ISO matcher evaluation, (ii) verify the feasibility of
the whole attacking approach, and (iii) decide which of the conﬁgurations, with or without noise, produces better results.
The evaluation of the ISO matcher is carried out over the
FVC2006 DB2 database (FVC, 2006), captured with the optical Biometrika FX3000 sensor. Thus, in order to have an independent
training scenario (for the tuning of the algorithm parameters,
objective (i)) this preliminary experimentation was executed over
the FVC2002 DB1 (Maio et al., 2002) captured with the optical
Cross Match sensor, also used in (Cappelli et al., 2007a,b). This
way the ﬁnal evaluation results are ensured to be totally unbiased,
and at the same time there are previous experimental results
(Cappelli et al., 2007b) with which to compare the performance
of the attack in these preliminary tests (objective (iii)).
The experiments are carried out on the eight ﬁngerprint matchers used in (Cappelli et al., 2007a,b). Ten different ﬁngerprint ISO
templates were selected from the original database (FVC2002
DB1), and three images, each with a different ridge frequency (period of 7, 8, and 9 pixels, respectively), were reconstructed from
each of the templates. In addition, two scenarios (with and without
random noise) were considered, so that in the end a total
10  3  2 ¼ 60 ﬁngerprint images were printed in the PCBs, and
therefore 60 silicone ﬁngers were ﬁnally produced. One sample
of each of the 60 fake ﬁngers is captured with the Cross Match sensor, thus resulting in a ﬁnal database of 60 fake ﬁngerprint images.
In Fig. 4 we show for the conﬁguration without noise (two top
rows), and with noise (two bottom rows), an original ﬁngerprint
(left), together with the three reconstructed images at different
ridge frequencies and their respective ﬁnal impostor images.
Three different thresholds were computed for each of the eight
matchers tested as in (Cappelli et al., 2007b), corresponding to:
FMR ¼ 1%, FMR ¼ 0:1%, and FMR ¼ 0%. For each of the thresholds,
we consider that an attack has been successful if any of the three
impostor images (corresponding to the three different ridge frequencies taken into account) produces a matching score higher
than the threshold.
All the attacks performed (to the ten real ﬁngerprints selected)
for the three operating points considered were able to spoof each
of the eight systems tested. Although all the attacks carried out
in both scenarios (with and without noise) were successful, the results show that the average matching score obtained in the noisyimages scenario is about 14% lower than that reached in the scenario without noise.

More details on one of these preliminary experiments can be
found in (Galbally et al., 2008), where it is shown how the process
of fake ﬁngertip creation and its acquisition through a ﬁngerprint
scanner do not seem to noticeably affect the matching score of a
commercial system, in the conversion from an indirect to a direct
attack.
Thus, although the number of fake ﬁngers generated is not enough to obtain statistically signiﬁcant results about the vulnerability of the different systems to the attack, this preliminary
experimentation does match the three objectives proposed. We
can conclude from the results that the conﬁguration chosen for
the reconstruction algorithm (objective (i)) is very effective against
all the matchers tested, proving that the attacking approach is totally feasible (objective (ii)). Furthermore, as expected, the attack
presents a better performance when using the fake ﬁngerprints
created without noise (objective (iii)).
4.2. ISO matcher evaluation
The knowledge acquired in the previous experiment is used to
carry out a vulnerability evaluation of a very competitive ISO
matcher (working only with minutiae information) against the direct attacks described in this work. The experiments are carried out
on the FVC2006 DB2 database (FVC, 2006), captured with the Biometrika FX3000 optical sensor and comprising 12 samples from
140 different ﬁngers (a total of 1680 images).
In order to choose different operating points in which to evaluate the system robustness, the genuine and impostor sets of scores
are computed following the FVC2006 protocol, i.e.: (i) for genuine
tests all the 12 samples of each user are compared with each other
avoiding symmetric comparisons (ð12  11Þ=2 ¼ 66 scores per
user), this results in 66  140 ¼ 9240 genuine scores and (ii) for
impostor tests the ﬁrst sample of every user is compared with the
ﬁrst sample of the remaining users in the database (again avoiding
symmetric comparisons), resulting in ð140  139Þ=2 ¼ 9730
impostor scores. The genuine and impostor score distributions are
depicted in Fig. 5 (crosses and circles, respectively).
These sets of matching scores are used to compute the system
threshold ðlÞ for: FMR ¼ 1% ðl ¼ 0:19Þ, FMR ¼ 0:1% ðl ¼ 0:21Þ,
and FMR ¼ 0% ðl ¼ 0:25Þ. The last two thresholds correspond to
the typical operating points of a medium/high-security application
(see ANSI, 2001); however, in order to evaluate the matcher
robustness for higher levels of security, the operating points
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Fig. 4. Original ﬁngerprints (left). Reconstructed images without noise (row 1) and with noise (row 3) for decreasing ridge frequencies. The respective ﬁnal fake ﬁngerprints
without noise (row 2), and with noise (row 4).
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Fig. 5. Matching score distributions and selected thresholds (dotted lines).

l ¼ 0:30, l ¼ 0:35, and l ¼ 0:40 (all with zero FMR) have been
also considered. All the six operating points are shown with a vertical dotted line in Fig. 5, while the performance of the matcher (in
terms of FMR and FNMR) in each of the thresholds considered is recorded in Table 1 (columns 2–4). With these performance results,
the matcher would have ranked among the top ﬁve algorithms
competing in FVC2006 (out of 42 that entered the open category).
The fact that FVC2006 algorithms typically exploit minutiae information complemented with other ridge pattern data while the

Table 1
Results of the ISO matcher evaluation. RIASR stands for Reconstructed Images Attack
Success Rate and DASR for Direct Attack Success Rate.
Threshold

FMR (%)

FNMR (%)

1-FNMR (%)

RIASR (%)

DASR (%)

l ¼ 0:19
l ¼ 0:21
l ¼ 0:25
l ¼ 0:30
l ¼ 0:35
l ¼ 0:40

1
0.1
0
0
0
0

0.08
0.12
0.17
0.41
1.03
2.06

99.92
99.88
99.83
99.59
98.97
97.94

100
100
100
98
92
82

98
96
90
78
68
50

evaluated matcher works only on pure ISO minutiae templates,
proves it to be highly competitive.
In order to carry out the vulnerability evaluation, three images
(each with a different ridge frequency, as in the preliminary experiment) are reconstructed from the ISO templates corresponding to
the ﬁrst ﬁngerprint of each of the ﬁrst 50 users in FVC2006 DB2
database. Each of the three reconstructed images were matched
with the respective genuine ﬁngerprint. In Table 1 (column ﬁve)
we show, for each considered operating point, the percentage of
times (out of the total 50) any of the three frequency images produced a score higher than the ﬁxed threshold. The matching score
distribution for the best performing frequency images is depicted
in Fig. 5 (dashed line).
Due to practical restrictions concerning the PCBs manufacture,
only one of the reconstructed images (corresponding to the best
performing frequency) from each ISO template has been converted
into a gummy ﬁnger. In spite of this strategy, the results obtained
in the evaluation are in no case optimistically biased, as they are
always lower bound to those that would be achieved in a real attack scenario (where the intruder would try to access the system
with the fake ﬁngers corresponding to the three ridge frequencies).
One sample of each of the 50 fake ﬁngers is acquired with the Biometrika FX3000 sensor and matched to its corresponding genuine
ﬁngerprint, resulting in a score distribution which is depicted in
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Fig. 5 with a thick solid line. The percentage of successful attacks
(out of the total 50) for each of the thresholds considered is recorded in the last column of Table 1.
In Fig. 5 we can observe that both score distributions (reconstructed images and fake ﬁngerprints) are clearly tilted towards
the genuine score distribution, which results in the high attack success rates shown in the last two columns of Table 1. Fig. 5 also highlights a difference between the matching scores achieved with the
reconstructed images and those obtained with the fake ﬁngerprints
(whose distribution is centered more to the left). This decrease in
the value of the matching scores results in a reduction in the number of successful attacks for all the operating points considered (see
Table 1). This loss of efﬁciency of the attack will be further discussed in Section 4.3 based on different quality measures.

From the results shown in Table 1 we can conclude that,
although a top performing algorithm has been tested, the system
is highly vulnerable to the attack approach presented in the paper,
and even for a very high-security conﬁguration (with over 2% of
FNMR) an eventual attacker would be able to enter the system in
half of the attempts. This rate increases to over 75% for more realistic operating points ðFNMR < 0:5%Þ.
4.3. Quality analysis
Different quality measures were computed on the three datasets used in the matcher evaluation (original, reconstructed, and
fake ﬁngerprint images) in order to ﬁnd an explanation to the decrease in the mean value of the scores observed in Fig. 5 of the

Genuine
RecImages
Fakes

Genuine
RecImages
Fakes

Q

E

Genuine
RecImages
Fakes

QLCS1

QLCS2

Ridge-Strength
Ridge-Clarity

Fig. 6. Distributions corresponding to the original (solid with crosses), reconstructed (dashed), and fake (thick solid) datasets, for the three quality measures computed.

Fig. 7. Typical examples of images that can be found in each of the datasets (real, reconstructed, and fake) used in the evaluation. The quality level corresponding to each of
the datasets is also shown.
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images acquired from the fake gummy ﬁngers compared to the
reconstructed ﬁngerprint images.
Image quality can be assessed by measuring one or more of the
following properties (Alonso-Fernandez et al., 2007): ridgestrength or directionality, ridge-clarity, ridge-continuity, integrity
of the ridge–valley structure, and estimated veriﬁcation performance when using the image at hand. Three quality measures
(computing different of the previous ﬁngerprint properties) have
been implemented to estimate the quality of the images comprised
in each of the datasets:
 Ridge-strength measures: Energy concentration in the power
spectrum ðQ E Þ (Chen et al., 2005, 2006). It is computed using a
set of bandpass ﬁlters in order to extract the energy in each frequency band.
 Ridge-clarity measures: Local Clarity Score (Q LCS1 and Q LCS2 )
(Chen et al., 2004). The sinusoidal-shaped wave that models
ridges and valleys (Hong et al., 1998) is used to segment ridge
and valley regions. The clarity is then deﬁned as the overlapping
area of the gray level distributions of segmented ridges and valleys. The sinusoidal-shaped wave cannot be extracted reliably,
specially in bad quality regions of the image. The quality measure Q LCS1 discards these regions, therefore being an optimistic
measure of quality. This is compensated with Q LCS2 , which does
not discard these regions.
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The results obtained, supported on a quality analysis of the ﬁngerprint images, prove the suitability of the technique and the lack
of robustness of automated minutiae-based recognition systems
against this type of attack. The fact that these direct attacks are carried out starting from the compromised minutiae template of a
user and not from a recovered latent ﬁngerprint, reinforces the
idea that such a reverse engineering process (i.e. recovering the ﬁngerprint from its minutiae information) is completely feasible, thus
disproving the widespread belief of non-reversibility of ﬁngerprint
templates.
Furthermore, the study raises a key vulnerability issue about
the usage of standards. It is unquestionable the convenience of
standards in terms of the systems interoperability and the development of the biometric technology. However, we cannot forget
that standards also provide very valuable information about the
system functioning (e.g. format in which the templates are stored)
which can be used to carry out attacks such as the one evaluated in
the present contribution if a user’s template is compromised.
When designing a system this fact should be taken into account
in order to include countermeasures (e.g. speciﬁc protection for
templates (Ratha et al., 2007; Clancy et al., 2003), or liveness detection approaches (Antonelli et al., 2006; Tan and Schuckers, 2006))
which enable the use of available standards while reducing the
system’s vulnerabilities.
Acknowledgments

In Fig. 6 we show the quality distributions of the images belonging to each of the three datasets (original genuine ﬁngerprint
images, reconstructed, and fake), for the three quality measures
computed. We can observe that, regardless of the image property
measured (ridge-strength or ridge-clarity), the lowest quality corresponds to the original ﬁngerprint images, the highest to the
reconstructed images, and an intermediate quality level is presented by the fake ﬁngerprint samples.
This is an expected result as the reconstructed images represent
perfectly clean ﬁngerprints (with no noise or distortions), while the
manufacturing process introduces some noise in the gummy ﬁngers generated from these images (which entails a slight decrease
of the images quality). On the other hand, real ﬁngerprints present
a high degree of degradation (dry or wet ﬁngers, marks or scars,
dirt, etc.) which produces lower quality levels. These three quality
levels can be observed in Fig. 7 where four real ﬁngerprints used in
the experiments (top row), together with their associated reconstructed images (middle row), and the fake samples (bottom
row) are shown.
It has already been proven in several works that lower quality
samples imply lower performance (Alonso-Fernandez et al.,
2007; Fierrez et al., 2006), so the decrease in the quality level between the reconstructed images and the fake samples (observed
in Fig. 6), explains that the scores reached by the latter are in general lower than those produced by the clean reconstructed images.
Hence, this quality decrease is directly linked to the loss of efﬁciency of the attack presented in Table 1 (between the case in
which it is carried out with the clean reconstructed images, and
the case in which the gummy ﬁngers are used).

5. Conclusions
In the present work we have performed a consistent and systematic evaluation of a ﬁngerprint based recognition system
using fake ﬁngers generated from the compromised template of
a genuine user. The vulnerability evaluation was carried out on
a highly competitive ISO minutiae-based matcher using a standard and publicly available ﬁngerprint database (Fierrez et al.,
2007).
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